Nano4Life 6th Annual Conference & Exhibition
Converging Nanotechnology with the Life Science
Industry
5th March 2014, Royal Academy of Engineering, London

Now in its sixth year, the Nano4Life Conference and Exhibition is a forum
providing the latest updates on the developments that nanotechnology is
delivering within the healthcare industries, and identifies any gaps in the supply
chain necessary for commercial and clinical success.
Nano4Life 2014 will explore the convergence of nanotechnology and life
sciences, providing perspectives from clinicians, industrialists and leading
researchers, who work with, develop and endorse nanotechnologies so to fulfil
and promote the benefits that can, and are, being realised from the
implementation of this novel and exciting science in the healthcare sector.

Programme
The Nano4Life 2014 programme will focus on the application of nanotechnology
in medical devices, regenerative medicine and in the pharmaceutical industry.
Confirmed speakers include:
• Keynote: Prof Mike Eaton, Nanomedicine European Technology
Platform (ETP)
• Dr Victor Higgs, Applied Nanodetectors Ltd
• Octavio Pernas, H2020 UK National Contact Point for Health
• Dr Kevin Critchley, HTC Colorectal Therapies & Leeds University
• Dr Felicity Sartain, NanoScientium
• Dr Steve Atkinson, Toumaz Group
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Technology Pitches
Applications are being sought from those active in the nanotech space with
technologies applicable to healthcare and life sciences to give a 5 minute
technology pitch. Applicants should send a 300 (max) word abstract to
natasha.sim@nanoktn.com by Friday 14th February 2014.
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The table-top exhibition offers unique opportunities to show-case your products
and services to a highly targeted audience and includes:
• 1 delegate pass
• Space for 2 banner stands
• Table for literature and/or product demonstration
• A4 delegate pack insert
• Logo & 50-word Profile on event website

Exhibition Costs:
Early-bird (before 14th February)

After Early-bird

NanoKTN Member

£200 +VAT

£250 +VAT

Non-Member

£300 +VAT

£350 +VAT

Visit www.nano4life.com to download the exhibitor registration form or request a
copy from natasha.sim@nanoktn.com.

Delegate Registration
Early-bird (before 14th February) After Early-bird
NanoKTN Member

£65 +VAT

£90 +VAT

Non-Member

£95 +VAT

£125 +VAT

Supporting Partner Member*

£80 +VAT

£105 +VAT

Visit www.nano4life.com to download the delegate registration form or request a
copy from natasha.sim@nanoktn.com.

For further information please visit: www.nano4life.com.

Nano4Life 2013 feedback:
“I really enjoyed the meeting, it had a really good “buzz” with lots of good
scientific exchange.” Marianne Ashford, AstraZeneca
“Thanks for coordinating a great meeting – it was a very informative day with
excellent presentations and speakers. The networking time was also very
rewarding.” Del Stark, Del Stark Technology Solutions/NanoPRO
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